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Udruga Bioteka: Connecting Science and Society
Our last encounter in the Croatian capital was actually outside of

Zagreb. Katarina Horvat, an employee of the "udruga" (association) Bioteka,
took us with her to one of the workshops organised by the association. On
Saturday morning, we drove towards the countryside, 20 minutes from the
centre of Zagreb.

Bioteka, a scientific educational association
The Bioteka association, created in 2010, aims to
promote and popularise biology and its importance
among the younger generation. They try to popularise
science, to be part of scientific projects and to raise
awareness in different topics such as natural sciences,
nature and environmental protection and climate
change. Its action is based on non-formal education
workshops. With four permanent employees, including
three educators, they organise workshops several times
a week. This is a way for the children to learn more
freely than at school while at the same time learning
some basic biology, all in the middle of nature. It also

allows them to get away from city life. The children, from 6 to 12 years old, in groups of
maximum 12, can come to workshops of the program “Bioteka field researcher” every
Saturday. The goal of those practical workshops is to teach them the scientific method and
current environmental issues, all in a fun and playful way.

For each Saturday workshop, the activities are supervised by several Bioteka
educators, and usually an external speaker who is a specialist in a particular subject
addressed during the activity. For example, on the Saturday before we met them, the activity
was about water sources and the importance of keeping streams and rivers clean in the
mountains around Zagreb. They also talked about the importance of river fauna and flora. An
expert on river biodiversity then took part in the outing.

Our contact, Katarina, kindly explained her background: she graduated in biology and
chemistry at the University of Zagreb in 2020, but eventually chose to specialise in
ornithological research and to turn to education, hence her involvement in udruga Bioteka.
She appreciates the special approach to education that it offers to children, and helps to
raise awareness among the younger ones in a less conventional
way.

In addition to this educational mission with children and
teenagers, the association has a broader awareness-raising
mission and participates in other types of projects in large cities in
Croatia and Europe. It also writes many calls for projects and
helps smaller associations, especially student associations.

The workshop we participated in: identification of butterflies and field
insects

On Saturday 9th April, we met the group of children next to a field of flowers. There
were seven and they were led by two Bioteka educators
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(including Katarina) and a Master's student in biology, a butterfly specialist, called Filip.
The workshops start with a discussion in a circle, where everyone can say how they

are feeling, whether they are happy, angry, and why. This is done for every activity, it allows
everyone's needs to be known and accommodated so that the workshop runs smoothly.
Then, the topic of the day is usually introduced by small games or brief explanations. The
next step is for the educators to explain the rules of behaviour that need to be followed
during the workshop. Sometimes children come without even knowing what the topic is or
what they are going to do, as the surprise keeps their attention to a maximum. In our case,
the children knew that they were going to observe butterflies, and the beginning of the
workshop consisted mainly of explaining how to use a butterfly net.

The workshop then proceeded this way: an organised walk through fields and
meadows where as soon as a child saw a butterfly (or other insect), they caught it with their
net and brought it to Filip. He would then help them to identify the butterfly, using his books
and identification keys. Filip also gave them information about the importance of butterflies in
pollination, and their biological role.

At the end of the workshop, the educators took time to
discuss the morning with the parents and children. Afterwards they
discussed among themselves what should be done differently,
whether it should be improved or not, and what problems might
have been encountered. Katarina told us that this kind of working
method allows for a very stimulating group atmosphere and is open
to everyone.

Conclusion: introducing science in a fun way, an effective method of
raising awareness

Bioteka is an association that seeks to raise awareness among young people about
the protection of the environment that surrounds them and also to give them the keys to
understanding the biological phenomena by playing. They also promote critical thought,
science, active citizenship, sustainable development and implementation of nature-based
solutions. Thanks to their less conventional workshops, children are interested and free to
discover science at their own pace and in their own way. Besides children and young people,
they also work with the public, teachers in schools and kindergartens. Always looking for
volunteers or interns, if you feel close to the science education field, do not hesitate to
contact them!

Contact :
Katarina Horvat
kontakt@bioteka.hr
http://udruga.bioteka.hr/en/home/
Vladimira Preloga 7, 10 000 Zagreb
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